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ART LESSONS
IN THE CLASSROOM

PROTOCOL GUIDELINES
The K-6 lesson handbooks were originally produced for the Lake 
Washington School District with grants from 4culture and ArtsWA. 

The following protocols were developed to protect the information 
developed for this publication and share it with others at no cost. 

ARTS EDUCATION FOR ALL

ArtsEdWashington.org 
programs@artsedwashington.org

COPY

FREE

COPYRIGHT

SHARE

CREDIT

Letters to families are intented for distribution and may be copied as needed. 
Lesson assessments are also intended for reproduction. 

No part of the handbook may be reproduced and sold for profit.

All lessons and supporting materials are protected by copyright. You are 
required by law to respect this and we ask you honor the time, talent, and 
expense invested. 

Encourage your collegues, other schools, and organizations to use these 
materials by downloading their own copy at:
www.artsedwashington.org/curriculum 

When printing your ALIC lessons, include the title and credit pages. Our 
creators and funders make this free, give them some credit!

Every child deserves arts education. 

Become a member of ArtsEd Washington so we can continue to provide free 
tools for teachers and fight for equitable access to arts education. 

HELP



RHYTHM AND REPETITION

Description Of Project: 
Students repeat art elements in a central image and in a border to create rhythm in works of 
art.

Problem To Solve: 
How is rhythm established in visual art and language?

Student Understanding: 
Students repeat art elements in a central image and in a border to create rhythm in works of 
art.

LEARNING TARGETS AND ASSESMENT CRITERIA

The Student: 

LT: Recognizes pattern in images.
AC: Identifies repeated elements in an image. 

LT: Recognizes pattern in words.
AC: Identifies repeated words or sounds in a poem.

LT: Creates pattern in images and words. 
AC: Repeats shapes and word/sounds in art.

EVIDENCE OF LEARNING

Art: Collage 

Identifies repeated elements in an image

Identifies repeated words or sounds in a poem

Repeats shapes and word/sounds to create a pattern in art

ART LESSONS IN THE CLASSROOM

W A S H I N G T O N

SECOND GRADE LESSON NINE
EXAMPLE

VOCABULARY 

• Border
• Craftsmanship
• Pattern
• Repetition
• Rhythm
• Textile
• Poetry

RESOURCES

Steve Gardner, Where Will 
You Go?, ArtsWA;

Faith Ringgold, Dancing at 
the Louvre, Tar Beach, (art 
and book); 

Class poetry readings

ART MATERIALS

• 4B graphite pencils
• 10x12” unbleached can-
vas (alt. tagboard)
• medium tip black Sharp-
ies
• watercolor paintbrushes
• printed fabric (alt: gift 
wrap)
• white glue
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ART LESSONS IN THE CLASSROOM

W A S H I N G T O N

SECOND GRADE LESSON NINE // RHYTHM AND REPETITION

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

STUDENTTEACHER

Read Tar Beach to students. Introduce Where Will You Go? by Steve Gardner and/or Dancing at 
the Louvre by Faith Ringgold. Guide discussion about linking image and word in art through using 
repetition and borders. 

Prompts: What elements do you see more than once in the art?

Observes images and finds 
elements of repetition.

Review concept of border around art.

Prompts: Describe the border: do you see words or repetition? Does a border have to round, 
rectangular, or square? Do you see words? What do you think the words tell us?

Identifies what is repeated 
in border, and analyzes 
relationship of border to 
central images.

Reference poetry forms studied to date. Ask students to review the repetition heard in the poetry. Writes a poem about 
family or a recent family 
event/ trip using a specific 
repeating pattern.

Demonstrate cutting shapes from pre-cut 1x10” strips of patterned fabric (or recycled gift cards, 
wrapping paper, deco- rative paper bags, etc.) to create a repetition pattern (ABC, etc.).

Prompts: Think about using at least three different kinds of fabric/paper. Cut, arrange, and glue 
along the edge of your canvas/paper to create a border.

Arranges cut fabric shapes 
to create a consistent 
pattern around the border 
and glues.

Demonstrate creating/saving a space for poem within central part of the image by judging space for 
poem and lightly marking the area it will occupy. Demonstrate tracing over poem once, spacing and 
lettering meeting craftsmanship expectations.

Writes poem in space in 
central image area.

Demonstrate finding key images to add to areas around the poem to illustrate (family members’ 
physical attributes, setting of event, etc.).

Draws directly, but lightly 
onto canvas in pencil, 
and then refines drawing. 
Traces over drawing with 
Sharpie. Uses water color 
to add color highlights to 
image.
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ART LESSONS IN THE CLASSROOM

W A S H I N G T O N

SECOND GRADE LESSON NINE // RHYTHM AND REPETITION

SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

Where Will You Go? Artist: Steve Gardner Photo courtesy ArtsWA, by the artist.

ART STUDIO TIP 

Tape down corners of canvas 
to hold it tight.

Students should write their 
poem lightly in pencil first in 
order to judge the space they 
will need to fit the poem into 
the area within the border.

LESSON EXPANSION 

Reference other poetry written 
in the classroom and create a 
stamped pattern that mirrors 
the subject of the poem.

EVERYDAY CONNECTIONS

patterns in the natural and 
human-made world, Native 
American basket-weaving
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LEARNING STANDARDS

Visual Art 

1.1.a Brainstorm collaboratively multiple approaches to an art or design problem.

1.2.a Mark art or design with various materials and tools to explored personal interests, ques-
tions, and curiosity. 2.1.a Experiment with various materials and tools to explore personal inter-
ests in a work of art or design. 

2.2.a Demonstrate safe procedures for using and clean- ing art tools, equipment, and studio 
spaces.

2.3.a Repurpose objects to make something new.

3.a Refine and complete artistic work.

8.a Interpret art by identifying the mood suggested by a work of art and describing relevant 
subject matter and characteristics of form.

Common Core ELA 

2.SL.2 Recount or describe key ideas or details from a text read aloud or information presented 
orally or through other media.

2.RL.4. Describe how words and phrases (e.g., regular beats, alliteration, rhymes, repeated lines) 
supply rhythm and meaning in a story, poem, or song.
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W A S H I N G T O N

SECOND GRADE LESSON NINE // RHYTHM AND REPETITION

STUDENT

IDENTIFIES 
REPEATED 

ELEMENTS IN 
AN IMAGES

IDENTIFIES 
REPEATED WORDS 

OR SOUNDS IN A 
POEM

REPEAT SHAPES AND 
WORD/SOUNDS TO 

CREATE PATTERNS IN 
ART

TOTAL 
POINTS

Recognizes pattern in images. Identifies repeated elements in an image.

Recognizes pattern in words. Identifies repeated words or sounds in a poem.

Creates pattern in images and words. Repeats shapes and word/sounds in art.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIALEARNING TARGET

ASSESSMENT CHECKLIST
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